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High-density storage.
This is the ideal solution for storing mediumto small-sized items. In this category we are talking about modular drawer storage cabinets,
mobile cabinets, and other systems that feature
sub-dividable drawers as their centerpiece. Highdensity storage is a perfect cure for a part department’s disorganization. High-density storage is
also more affordable than automated systems. In
short, it is the most effective and cost-effective

Take stock of your options.
In general, there are three types of storage
systems that a parts manager can consider: conventional, automated and high density.

Conventional storage.
Conventional storage, with principle compo-

option.

Storage configuration options.
Both high-density and conventional storage
can be stacked or used in mezzanines to take
advantage of a room’s full height while making
maximum use of floor space. This can be a rela-
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Automated storage and retrieval
systems.
This category includes vertical
carousel and lift systems, and control
software. These systems store a lot of
items in a relatively small footprint,

tors; both of which aid
in predicting future
needs.
In Bob Crete’s parts
department, a modular
storage system is home
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Modular high-density storage systems come in
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Aesthetics is also important to the modern car

easy access to, heavyweight items. These units let

dealer, as customers often have clear, picture-win-
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“Our customers have a clear line of sight into
our parts department, so keeping it clean and
attractive is essential,” Crete continued. “It’s
essential for our image and it’s great for employee morale.”

Get it right from the start.
It is important to set up a storage system cor-

It’s all about the drawer.
The heart
of high-density storage is
the drawer,
and not all
drawers are

rectly at the outset. Even the most sophisticated

made alike.

software and inventory systems are based on the

The best high-

principle of knowing where an item can be

density drawers make the most use of full cubic

found, and returned. Space planning is an essen-

capacity while providing easy, direct access to all

tial first step, whether coordinated by your own

your parts and other stored items. These drawers

staff or with the assistance of storage consultants

should be able to handle a lot of weight – some

or the manufacturers themselves. Taking advan-

feature 440 lb. load capacity. And even with this

tage of free design planning surveys by the manu-

load, they should be 100% full extension, allow-

facturer or its representatives can be a real cost-

ing every inch of space to be used and easily

saver.

accessed. Look for drawers that have full-height
sidewalls and backs, so that height as well as

The power of the drawer.
As mentioned earlier, the best high-density
storage solutions are modular in design, letting
you select components that exactly suit your

width and depth are available for storage.
Giving each part a “home” is essential for
enabling auto parts departments to function efficiently. Drawers that are easily sub-dividable into
compartments allow such separation of individual
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parts. The most preferable drawer dividers allow
easy identification of compartment contents,
including bar code labeling.
To clearly understand the advantages of highdensity storage, compare it to the conventional
shelving alternative.
High-density drawer storage uses all available
cubic space and frees up floor space; conventional
shelving, on the other hand, can waste as much as
80% of that cubic space while consuming floor
space. Full-extension drawers, an important component of a high-density storage system, provide
complete easy access. Upper levels and the rear of
conventional shelves are hard to see and reach,
and often wind up unused. Items on shelves are
often stacked, difficult to retrieve, and easy to
lose.
Inventory control is easy in compartmentalized storage because there is clear visibility.
Shelving provides no efficient parts location.

Maximizing limited space.
“We definitely take advantage of the high
density storage system’s 440 lb. capacity and full
extension capabilities with these bulkier items,”
Crete explained. “And because of the system’s use
of maximum cubic feet, we actually have 30-35%
capacity available for expansion. Not only does
this system offer floor to ceiling storage, it’s
extremely efficient storage.”

John Alfieri, Vice President of Sales at Lista
International Corporation, Holliston, MA, has been
in the storage industry for over 30 years. He spent
over ten years in field sales, assessing customer
needs and solving sticky storage problems.
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